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Summary 
 
Habitat fragmentation and climate change are two anthropogenic impacts considered to 
be the main threats to biodiversity globally. Fragmentation involves reduction of 
available habitat area and increased distances between remaining habitat patches, and 
makes it more difficult for species to colonize new areas and maintain viable 
populations. Rises in global average temperatures force species to adapt to new climatic 
conditions, for example through altered timing of biological events or by shifting their 
distributions into areas with suitable conditions. Evidence that fragmentation and 
climate change are affecting species directly is accumulating, but the indirect effects on 
interactions among species may also be severe, with implications for the structure and 
functioning of ecological communities. Disruption of feeding interactions (for example 
between predators and prey, herbivores and plants, and hosts and parasites) will lead to 
changes in the outcome of competitive interactions and altered probabilities of 
persistence for individual species. Both range shifts in response to climate change and 
habitat fragmentation will alter the composition and structure of ecological food webs, 
although predicting to the dynamic consequences of such changes is problematic. 
Finally, a largely unexplored topic is the interacting consequences of these two 
anthropogenic drivers on trophic interactions.  
 
1. Introduction 
 
Two of the most important human influences on natural ecosystems are habitat 
fragmentation and climate change, posing a threat to many species and identified as 
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major sources of recent and future extinctions. Habitat fragmentation is typically 
defined as loss of habitat area, combined with loss of connectivity between habitat 
patches and increase in the proportion of the landscape comprised by habitat edges. 
Habitat fragmentation can occur naturally at a range of spatial scales, but human activity 
has caused widespread fragmentation of many habitats that naturally would have more 
continuous distributions. ‘Climate change’ is a broad description of a wide range of 
possible consequences considered to be caused by the rise of carbon dioxide in the 
earth’s atmosphere, including direct effects on photosynthesis and primary production, 
increases in average global temperature and changing patterns of precipitation. These 
two anthropogenic impacts are currently considered to be the most significant threats to 
biodiversity globally, although there is some debate as to their relative importance. 
Habitat loss and fragmentation until recently were considered the single greatest cause 
of current and future species extinctions. However, a recent study predicts that 18-35% 
of extant species will go extinct from the effects of climate change alone in the next 50 
years, with extinctions caused by habitat loss and fragmentation being relative 
insignificant.  
 
In this chapter, we begin by discussing briefly the direct effects of habitat fragmentation 
and climate change on biodiversity. By direct effects, we mean responses of individual 
species to changes in their environment, without considering their interactions with 
other species, for example resource, consumer or mutualist species. Most investigations 
of the ecological consequences of habitat fragmentation and climate change have been 
investigated in this autoecological context. However, this topic has been discussed 
widely elsewhere, and in the remainder of the chapter we focus on how trophic 
(feeding) interactions among species, a critical component of ecosystem structure and 
organization, may be affected by these two major anthropogenic drivers of 
environmental change.  
 
 
- 
- 
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